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fill. He was aptly described to me by one who knew him
well as * like Savonarola *. The * new genetics' is an
interesting example of the grave danger of departing from
the familiar methodology of science, and approaching
natural phenomena with the mind already made up. Just
as Krenke's work is a legitimate and profitable use of
dialectics in science, so Lysenko's work is an exploitation of
dialectics in science for political ends. The ends may be
justified; Lysenko may be doing a great job for Russia.
But the bulk of his opinions on genetics may be dismissed
as the products of a medieval mind using what is almost a
medieval technique.
Arctic Agriculture and Exploration
The theme of this chapter is the influence of Marxian
philosophy on scientific research. A study of contemporary
science in Russia justifies the conclusion that most scientific
research in the U.S.S.R. bears no sign of Marxian influence,
although a little of it is either inspired by dialectics or
clothed afterwards in a dress of dialectics. This procedure
led Krenke to generalisations which seem far-reaching and
certainly merit serious attention; it led Lysenko to the
most virulent outbreak of obscurantism in science since
the Middle Ages.
It is appropriate to include here a somewhat different
effect of Marxian philosophy on science. The idea of
4 struggle' (borbd), which permeates the writings of Lenin,
and Stalin, has flowed into the' remotest channels of Soviet
social life. We read of struggle against drought, struggle
against beetles, struggle for the harvest, and so on. 6 There
is no conception more fundamental to Soviet Communism ',
say the Webbs, ' than that of man's perpetual struggle
towards a greater command of the universe in which he
finds himself.* And with the idea of struggle goes a reek-
Jess optimism, a bravado almost, in large-scale technical
T&earch and in far-distant exploration. The plant-breeder

